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Abstract

Interactions between enzymes and small molecules lie in the center of many fundamental biochemical
processes. Their analysis using molecular dynamics simulations have high computational demands, geo-
metric approaches fail to consider chemical forces, and molecular docking offers only static information.
Recently, we proposed to combine molecular docking and geometric approaches in an application called
CaverDock. CaverDock is discretizing enzyme tunnel into discs, iteratively docking with restraints into one
disc after another and searching for a trajectory of the ligand passing through the tunnel. Here, we focus on
the practical side of its usage describing the whole method: from getting the application, and processing the
data through a workflow, to interpreting the results. Moreover, we shared the best practices, recommended
how to solve the most common issues, and demonstrated its application on three use cases.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background Interactions between receptors (proteins, enzymes) and ligands
(a small molecule, e.g., a drug, a toxin, a hormone) lie in the center
of many fundamental biochemical processes. Simulations of these
interactions improve the understanding of the binding/unbinding
process and help in many practical applications, such as protein
engineering, drug design, and biotechnology [1–3]. Many recep-
tors have their active site (the place where the ligand binds and the
enzymatic reaction occurs) deep inside their structure, so the ligand
needs to pass through an empty space within the receptor, usually
denoted as a tunnel. Ligand’s capability to do so depends on
thermodynamics and kinetics of the ligand transport defined by
free energy.

The tunnel changes its direction and diameter along its length.
Geometric approaches [4] analyze the transport only with this
information, inspecting purely objects’ mechanics. However, even
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if the tunnel is straight and wide enough for the ligand to pass,
chemical forces (electrostatics, hydrogen bonds, van der Waals
interactions, solvation effects) might hinder or prevent the trans-
port completely.

As in all chemical systems, the behaviour of both the ligand and
the receptor is governed by energy. They alter their conformation
(spatial position of atoms) to minimize their free energy, and the
height of the energetic barrier determines the probability of the
transition between conformations. The binding between the recep-
tor and ligand depends on thermodynamics; therefore, the ligand-
binding happens more probably if the energy of the bound state of
the receptor–ligand complex is lower than that of the unbound
state. Molecular docking [5] looks for a conformation of a recep-
tor–ligand complex with the lowest binding free energy. However,
it provides only single position-specific information: the lowest
energy conformation of the ligand within the tunnel or active site
of the receptor.

If we want to analyze the whole transport process of the ligand,
geometric approaches fall behind with neglecting the energy, and
the molecular docking provides only static information. Molecular
dynamics [6], a state-of-the-art method, has intense computational
and time demands. Therefore, there is a need for another less
expensive approach which would, on the one hand, consider ener-
getics of the transport, but on the other hand, maintain the compu-
tational time short.

We recently proposed to combine molecular docking and geo-
metric approaches by discretizing the tunnel into discs (the tunnel
is vertically sliced into finely spaced discs), iteratively docking with
restraints into one disc after another (by “snapping” selected
ligand’s atom to the disc) and finding a trajectory of the ligand
passing through the tunnel in an application called CaverDock. We
previously described the details of the method from the computa-
tional point of view [7], thoroughly evaluated it from the biochem-
ical point of view [8] and performed virtual screening of inhibitors
in Cytochrome P450 17A1 and leukotriene A4 hydrolase/amino-
peptidase [9]. Here, we focus on the practical side of its usage. After
a short introduction into CaverDock’s method in Subheading 1.2,
we describe how to install and acquire input data in Subheading 2.
Then, we offer a detailed description of the workflow in Subhead-
ing 3 along with several use cases. We share best practices in
Subheading 4 (Notes).

1.2 CaverDock To fully understand CaverDock results, users should be familiar
with the basic principles of the method. First, the tunnel is discre-
tized, i.e., it is cut into a series of discs. Second, CaverDock itera-
tively, step-by-step docks the ligand at each of the tunnel’s discs and
searches possible conformations using molecular docking. This
docking works within two restraints: (1) the first (mandatory) one
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keeping one pre-selected atom of the ligand (called drag atom) at
the given disc and (2) the second (optional) one keeping the
ligand’s movement contiguous. The heuristic method searches for
a trajectory with reasonable energy and governs the docking
accordingly.

The first restraint restricts the position of the ligand within the
tunnel. CaverDock finds the ligand’s lowest energy conformation
for each disc separately without any consideration of the previous
conformations. We call this a lower-bound trajectory, as it can
underestimate the energy of tunnel bottlenecks. Even though the
tunnel is finely cut into discs, this trajectory might not be and often
is not contiguous. The rotation and overall motion of ligand are
unbounded, so it may flip to overcome a bottleneck, as can be seen
in Fig. 1 at discs 3 and 4.

The second restraint restricts the movement of the ligand
between two consecutive discs. The docking finds ligand’s confor-
mation similar to the one detected at the previous disc. However, it
becomes difficult for the ligand to pass the bottleneck. If it gets
stuck, it needs to find different conformations at the previous disc,
which would ensure the contiguity and, at the same time, enable
passing through the bottleneck, as shown in Fig. 2.

The space of all possible trajectories is enormous, and the
energies at the discs can also vary greatly. To prune this space and
allow the ligand to minimize its energy at each disc, CaverDock
uses a heuristic method. It does not guarantee that the trajectory
with the lowest energy is found; thus, we call a contiguous trajec-
tory an upper-bound trajectory, as the actual energy of the trans-
port process is the same or lower.

Fig. 1 A scheme depicting CaverDock method providing the lower-bound
trajectory

Fig. 2 The ligand gets stuck at the bottleneck (left), but with different conforma-
tion/orientation it passes through (right)
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2 Materials

In this section, we describe where and how to get the materials: the
application and the input data.

2.1 Application Users can run CaverDock either through a web interface [10] or by
command-line on their computer with Linux-based operating sys-
tem. The web application at https://loschmidt.chemi.muni.cz/
caverweb/ offers a user-friendly graphical interface but lacks the
options for complete control of the simulation. For any complex
scenarios, required changes to the workflow, tuning of the para-
meters’ values, or large-scale execution (such as screening), we
recommend using the standalone application. It is available at
https://loschmidt.chemi.muni.cz/caverdock/ as a pre-compiled
package for Debian-like distributions. It can be installed in a stan-
dard way, e.g., using dpkg and apt. The package includes Caver-
Dock binaries, tunnel discretizer, scripts for a more comfortable
CaverDock usage, and an example folder containing a simple exam-
ple to demonstrate the CaverDock workflow. Several tools and
libraries are serving as prerequisites for CaverDock: python libraries
scipy [11] and docopt, CGAL [12], boost, MPI, and MGLTools
[13]. In Debian-like systems, they can be installed with command
in Listing 1.

Listing 1 Install Prerequisites: sudo apt-get install libopenmpi-dev
libboost-all-dev python-docopt libcgal-dev python-scipy autodocktools

2.2 Input Data CaverDock requires both the receptor and the ligand in PDB,
PDBQT, or MOL2 format.

The receptor file can be obtained from PDB database [14];
other databases of homology models of receptors [15]; or by
creating the homology model with tools such as I-TASSER or
MODELLER [16, 17]. Users can also analyze ensembles of target
conformations to consider the dynamics of the receptor. They can
use NMR structures or pre-calculate the snapshots via molecular
dynamics simulations using tools such as Amber or GROMACS
[18, 19] or prepare the time-independent conformations with tools
such as tCONCOORD [20].

The ligand file can be obtained from a database of small mole-
cules such as ZINC [21]; by creating the molecule’s structure from
scratch with tools such as Avogadro or PyMOL [22, 23]; or by
converting obtained SMILES or SMARTS codes using Open
Babel [24].
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3 Methods

In this section, we describe in detail all the steps of the CaverDock
workflow:

l Prepare input data.

l Select the tunnel in the receptor.

l Discretize the tunnel.

l Prepare the configuration.

l Execute the computation.

l Visualize the results.

l Interpret the results.

3.1 Prepare

Input Data

Users need to prepare receptor and ligand pdbqt files for molecular
docking. Users are advised to remove any unwanted molecules
present in the protein structure, such as buffer and solvent mole-
cules, and protonate both the protein and the ligand. This step can
be done with various tools but we recommend the following pro-
cedure. The preparation of pdbqt files is the same as for Autodock
Vina [25]—scripts from MGLTools [13] can be used, see their
usage in Listing 2.

Listing 2 Molecules Preparation: prepare_receptor4.py -r receptor.
pdb

prepare_ligand4.py -l ligand.mol2

The script prepare_receptor4.py takes a receptor file as an
input, defines atom types, and adds Gasteiger charges to each
atom of the receptor. Using different flags, users can clean up the
receptor’s structure, add hydrogens, or keep nonstandard aminoa-
cids. Similarly, the script prepare_ligand4.py takes a ligand file as an
input. Users can add hydrogens, modify charges of atoms or repair
the bonds of the ligand molecule.

3.2 Select the Tunnel The ligand moves towards or out of the active site within the
receptor through a tunnel. However, each receptor can have multi-
ple tunnels leading to the same active site. Finding them and
selecting one of the highest interest can be done by CAVER soft-
ware [26] or using the web portal [27]. The selected tunnel is then
exported as a PDB file, which is discretized by CaverDock
(as described in Subheading 3.3). Here, we describe a basic work-
flow of CAVER. For more details on CAVER usage, see [28].

CAVER considers the active site as the tunnel’s beginning and
the surface of the receptor as the tunnel’s end. This direction of the
tunnel is also adopted in CaverDock. The calculation of the tunnels
starts with selecting the starting point at the active site. One point
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suffices, e.g., an atom of a catalytic aminoacid. If users select several
points, e.g., several residues at the opposing sides of a cavity, the
starting point is put into the center-point of this space.

For simple scenarios, the default values of parameters work
well. If users encounter a problem, for example, when the tunnel
calculation finishes unsuccessfully and CAVER does not find any
tunnels or the calculated tunnels are too short, they can try to
change the position of the starting point or change these three
critical settings: minimum probe size, shell depth, and shell radius.
The minimum probe size sets the minimum radius, which the
tunnel needs to have in order to be found. This parameter can be
either decreased to find more tunnels or increased to filter out
narrow tunnels. The shell depth and shell radius set the surface/
solvent shell of the receptor. Changing these parameters has an
impact on how close to the surface the tunnels go. When set
correctly (individual for each receptor structure), the tunnels end
at the optimal place, and no additional tunnel extension is needed
for CaverDock calculations. Incorrect, usually too large values
might cause the tunnels to crawl on the receptor surface and end
at an incorrect place. Too small values, on the other hand, might
result in the detection of a short or no tunnel.

Unfortunately, there is no golden rule for the selection of the
best tunnel. This process requires prior knowledge of the receptor,
but CAVER priority/throughput scores for each tunnel can serve
as a good indicator. However, we recommend using tunnels which
were previously annotated in the literature to serve for ligand
passage.

Beware that tunnels found in single static structure might not
represent the naturally existing tunnels in the receptor. Due to
artefacts in the static crystal structure such as artificial bottlenecks,
the tunnels might not appear in the structure. Therefore, users can
try to lower the bottleneck radius settings down to even 0.7 Å. A
convenient way to get around that is to use multiple crystal struc-
tures. If more structures are available, users can align them and
calculate the tunnels in such a set of structures. Molecular dynamics
simulation would offer a view of how tunnels open or close. As a
rule of thumb, it is always better to evaluate the tunnel statistics in
multiple structures or snapshots than to rely on a single value of the
static structure.

The tunnel length can also be modified in CaverDock, particu-
larly in two scenarios. First, after analysis of the energetic profile by
CaverDock, users can find that the ligand energy suggests the
existence of a barrier or a minimum at the entrance of the tunnel
(in an outside environment, the ligand binding energy is 0 kcal/
mol). Therefore, it is worth to extend the tunnel length and
observe ligand’s energy during its transition towards the outside
environment. This modification can be done with the provided
script extendtunnel.py that takes the tunnel file and the total desired
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length of the tunnel as input, as is shown in Use case 1 in Subhead-
ing 3.8.1. Second, the tunnel can lead the ligand too deeply inside
the receptor, creating an artificial barrier by pushing ligand against
the tunnel’s bottom. In such a case, the discretized file can be
edited, as described in the next section.

3.3 Discretize

the Tunnel

CaverDock needs the tunnel to be discretized, i.e., finely and evenly
cut into a set of discs. The script discretizer.py takes a tunnel in PDB
format (e.g., exported by CAVER) as the input and produces a
discretized tunnel for CaverDock. As in CAVER, the tunnel starts
at the active site and ends at the surface of the receptor. This means
that if users want to simulate the binding of a substrate or inhibitor,
they need to reverse the file with the discretized tunnel to change
the direction, as shown in Use case 1 in Subheading 3.8.1. See
Listing 3 for an example of its usage and Fig. 3 for an illustration
of discretizer output.

Listing 3 Discretizer Execution: discretizer.py -f tunnel1.pdb -o
tunnel1.dsd

If users want to change the distance between discs, i.e., how
finely the tunnel is cut, they can change the parameter --delta
(default value is 0.3 Å). However, the parameter cont_threshold
in CaverDock needs to be modified accordingly. It represents a
threshold for what is considered to be a contiguous movement,
i.e., the docking’s second restraint (mentioned in Subheading 1.2).
As a rule of thumb, we recommend setting it to twice the value of
the delta parameter.

Note that the discretized file can be modified easily in order to
shorten the tunnel. It is a text file, containing one disc per line. If
the tunnel goes too deeply into the receptor (which can form an
artificial barrier by pushing the ligand against the tunnel bottom),
users can delete a few lines at the beginning of the file.

Fig. 3 Visualization of the tunnel discretization
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3.4 Prepare

the Configuration

Before the execution of CaverDock, some configuration is needed.
The basic version requires a specification of the search box and
names of a receptor, a ligand, and a tunnel file. The search box
must contain the whole ligand’s trajectory (i.e., the whole tunnel
with all acceptable ligand’s positions) together with the area of the
possible movement of side-chains if some of the receptor’s residues
are considered as flexible. Although the configuration file can be
prepared manually or with MGLTools, CaverDock package con-
tains a script which assembles the configuration file with basic
settings automatically, see Listing 4.

Listing 4 Configuration Preparation: cd-prepareconf -r receptor.
pdbqt -l ligand.pdbqt \

-t tunnel1.dsd > caverdock.conf

In the default configuration, CaverDock considers the receptor
rigid. Options regarding its flexibility are described in Subheading 4
(Notes).

Users can include any of the CaverDock command-line options
as a parameter in the configuration. For example, saving the logs
from the computation to files can be turned on by calling Caver-
Dock with the command-line option --log logName or by adding a
line log ¼ logName into the configuration. For a full list of Caver-
Dock parameters, see the manual or run caverdock --help.

3.5 Execute

the Computation

With everything prepared and configured, a simulation can be
executed. For the typical usage, the analysis of the transport
through the tunnel, CaverDock must be executed with at least
two MPI processes, i.e., mpirun parameter –np must be set to
2 or more, see Listing 5.

Listing 5 CaverDock Execution: mpirun -np 5 caverdock --config
caverdock.conf \

--out outName --log logName

CaverDock can be run on a personal notebook or a desktop
computer; its execution commonly takes fromminutes to dozens of
minutes. For large-scale execution or highly complex receptors and
ligands, it might be more convenient to run it on a cluster.

Upon its completion, CaverDock creates several output files
(outName can be set with parameter --out outName):

l The lower-bound trajectory called outName-lb.pdbqt.

l The upper-bound trajectory called outName-ub.pdbqt.

l Alternative upper-bound trajectories found by the heuristic
called outName-ub-alternatives.pdbqt.

l The upper-bound trajectory containing the snapshot with the
lowest energy called outName-min.pdbqt.
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l A partial lower-bound or upper-bound trajectory called out-
Name-failed.pdbqt, if CaverDock failed to find the lower-
bound or upper-bound trajectory.

l A check-point file with the lower-bound trajectory called
outName-lb.txt that can be loaded in future executions with --
load_lb outName-lb.txt,

l A file with ranges of energies for all discs called outName-ranges.
dat.

l A file with information about bottlenecks for each disc called
bottlenecksName.noOfDisc, if CaverDock was called with
option --dump_bottlenecks bottlenecksName.

l Logs with detailed information about CaverDock run called
logName.noOfProcess if CaverDock was called with option --
log logName.

As mentioned in the previous step, any CaverDock command-
line option (except --config) can be included in the
configuration file.

In the default settings, CaverDock is not deterministic, so
re-executing it may result in different trajectories. Lower-bound
trajectories tend to be rather stable, upper-bound trajectories may
differ more. There is, however, a way how to make CaverDock
deterministic. It must be executed in two processes only (using
mpirun -np 2), and the random number generator must be set to
a constant seed (using --seed x, where x is any number, which must
be the same for all deterministic executions). When CaverDock is
executed only for single docking (i.e., its functionality copies that of
AutoDock Vina), setting a constant seed is sufficient.

We share the best practices regarding shortening the computa-
tion time in Subheading 4 (Notes).

3.6 Visualize

the Results

The output files from CaverDock can be visualized. Files outName-
lb.pdbqt and outName-ub.pdbqt are created upon successful pro-
cessing of the tunnel. The first file contains a trajectory estimating
the lower bound of the energy profile; the second one contains a
trajectory estimating the upper bound of the energy profile. For an
explanation of these terms, see Subheading 1.2.

Users can explore the geometry of trajectories by standard tools
for viewing PDBQT files (Python Molecular Viewer or PyMOL
v1.8.0 or newer).

Energies of all snapshots as well as their positions in a tunnel are
stored in PDBQT files (lines beginning with REMARK CAVER
DOCK). One can easily extract the data to text with a simple script,
see Listing 6.
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Listing 6 Extraction of Energies: cd-energyprofile -d tunnel1.dsd -t
outName-ub.pdbqt -s 0 > energy.dat

The energies should be extracted from PDBQT file containing
the upper-bound trajectory (it contains the geometry of upper-
bound trajectory and both upper and lower-bound energies).
After the extraction, users can easily create graphs with any tool,
such as Gnuplot [29], see Listing 7 and Fig. 4, for an example.

Listing 7 Visualization of Energies with Gnuplot: gnuplot -e "set
xlabel \"distance\"; set ylabel \"energy\"; plot "\"\"energy.dat\" u 1:4
w l t \"upper-bound\", \"\" u 1:6 w l "\"t \"lower-bound\"" -p

Moreover, the script cd-reportgenerator generates a LATEX
and PDF report of the Caver-Dock run. It contains:

l Details about experiment setup: CaverDock version, git commit
hash, values of all parameters.

l The energy profile with lower-bound and upper-bound
trajectory.

l If a bottleneck file name is provided, the energy profile contains
labels of aminoacids at the bottlenecks of the tunnel.

l If the name of alternative trajectories is provided (outName-ub-
alternatives.pdbqt), the energy profile depicting profiles of all
alternative trajectories is reported.

l The figure with the range of energies of viable snapshots for
each disc.

l Experiment summary (when, where, and for how long it ran).

In order to generate the report later, users need to save the log
from the CaverDock run by redirecting the output or by setting --
log logName. Optionally, if users want to examine the bottlenecks
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Fig. 4 Visualization of energy barriers along the trajectory. The upper-bound
trajectory is shown in red full line, the lower-bound trajectory is shown in green
dashed line
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in the report, CaverDock has to be executed with --dump_bottle-
necks bottleneckName. The report can be generated by calling the
script, creating report.tex, and report.pdf.

Listing 8 Generating a Report From the Run: cd-reportgenera-
tor -l log.0 -d tunnel1.dsd -t outName-ub.pdbqt \

-r outName-ranges.dat -a outName-ub-alternatives.pdbqt

3.7 Interpret

the Results

Finally, with the results visualized, users can interpret them and if
needed, modify the configuration to diminish computational arte-
facts and make the biologically relevant processes more evident.

The energy profiles of lower-bound and upper-bound trajec-
tories are the most important result of the computation. Both the
relative ebbs and flows of the energies with respect to the distance
from the active site and their absolute values are worth examining.

First, let us examine the relation between the binding energies
and the distance from the active site. Ideally, the lower-bound and
upper-bound energies should approximately agree (Fig. 5 left). If
the difference is higher than expected (Fig. 5 right), users need to
explore the trajectory and examine the cause of the bottleneck in
the upper-bound trajectory. It might be just an artefact of the
computational method, or it might reflect a real barrier in the
tunnel. The artefacts usually disappear when tips from Subheading
5 are applied. The actual bottlenecks remain there and are often
visible as flips in a lower-bound trajectory (as shown in Fig. 1).

Second, the absolute values of biologically relevant energies can
be extracted from the profiles to describe the binding/unbinding
process simulated by CaverDock. EBound corresponds to the bind-
ing energy in the active site of the enzyme. This value should be
extracted from the local minimum from the part of the profile
which contains the beginning of the tunnel (i.e., the active site).
EMax is related to the barrier in the profile and can be saved from the
maximum energy value in the profile (except high energy artefacts

Fig. 5 Examples of two distinct trajectories obtained using CaverDock. Left: similar lower- and upper bound,
right: different lower- and upper bound
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which can occur at the beginning of the tunnel when the ligand is
docked too deep and is clashing with active site residues). ESurface

describes the binding energy at the surface of the receptor. This
value should be ideally the last local minimum at the surface. In the
case when the calculation ends in the local minimum far from
0 kcal/mol, the tunnel needs to be extended to the point that we
see complete unbinding of the ligand.

Two additional values are calculated from the previously
described values. The activation energy of association Ea calculated
as (EMax - ESurface) for the binding of reactants or (EMax - EBound) for
the unbinding of products describes the kinetic barrier which the
ligand must overcome. Lastly, the ΔEBS calculated as (EBound -
ESurface) describes the thermodynamic of the receptor–ligand con-
formation, i.e., likelihood of the ligand to stay at the surface or to
bind in the active site, based on the sign of this subtraction [8]. We
highly recommend using only the lower bound for energy analysis.

3.8 Use Cases In this section, we present three use cases of CaverDock showing
when and how to apply the best practices from the previous section.

3.8.1 Use Case 1 We demonstrate the regular usage of CaverDock on a simple case of
haloalkane dehalogenase LinB (PDB ID: 1K63) with a pair of
molecules 1,2-dibromoethane (reactant) and 2-bromoethanol
(product) [30]. We used the first tunnel found by CAVER with
the starting point at the OD1 atom of the catalytic aminoacid
ASP108. Clearly, the reactant needs to traverse from the surface
of the receptor into the active site, and product needs to traverse
out. We were interested only in the lower-bound trajectory of the
reactant, but wished to observe a complete unbinding of the
product.

First, to simulate the binding of the reactant molecule, we
needed to invert the sequence of disks of the discretized tunnel,
e.g., using the bash command tac, as the default order of tunnel’s
discs goes from the active site to the surface. Then, we ran two
simulations, one with the reactant and other with the product
ligand. Computing only the lower-bound trajectory of the reactant
was set with CaverDock parameter --final_state LB. We ensured the
complete unbinding of the product by extending the tunnel by
20 Å. This can be done by using our provided script extendtun-
nel.py -f tunnel.dsd -d 20.

3.8.2 Use Case 2 Using the case of cytochrome P450 2E1 (PDB ID: 3LC4) with the
arachidonic acid, we show how to improve CaverDock calculation
with advanced parameters [31]. The starting point for tunnel cal-
culation was placed at the Fe2+ atom of the catalytic HEM residue.
We used the second tunnel from CAVER as this tunnel has been
reported for the transport of ligands in the literature [32]. When
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using the default settings, the upper-bound calculation fails. Also,
when using the default drag atom in the middle of the ligand (for an
explanation of drag atom, see Subheading 1.2), the lower-bound
trajectory sometimes produces unnatural hairpin conformations of
the long linear arachidonic acid.

To improve the results, we had to force the ligand’s conforma-
tion at the active site with --dock-like and selected different drag
atom. First, we started with just the docking calculation using
CaverDock to prepare the starting conformation. For the docking,
we prepared a new gridbox which contained only the tunnel and
the active site of the enzyme to narrow the available space. For the
docking, we omitted the tunnel parameter and increased the
exhaustiveness to 30 in the configuration file. We ran the docking,
and afterwards, we selected the docked model 3 from the ten found
docked poses because the end of the ligand molecule which under-
goes the reaction was closest to the middle of the HEM residue.
This model was saved into a new file to be used as dock-like starting
conformation. In the next step, we edited the original configura-
tion for CaverDock simulation. We changed the gridbox back to
contain the default larger area again, and the exhaustiveness was set
back to 1. To pull the ligand in the direction out of the tunnel by
the end of the molecule, we selected atom number 20 as a new drag
atom, so we added lines with dock_like ¼ docking_model3.pdbqt
and catomnum ¼ 20 into the configuration file. For more tips and
best practices, see Notes 1 and 2 on improving lower- and upper-
bound trajectories.

3.8.3 Use Case 3 In this use case, we tried to replicate the opening of the main tunnel
observed in accelerated molecular dynamics (aMD) using flexible
side-chains in CaverDock. We analyzed aMD simulation of the
unbinding of 2,3-dichloropropanol from haloalkane dehalogen-
ase DhaA [PDB ID: 3RK4], inspected the changes of tunnel geom-
etry during the simulation in CAVER Analyst 2 [33] and then
simulated it in CaverDock.

We started with collecting data from previously calculated
200 ns aMD simulation [34] done in Amber [18]. We took the
topology file and the file containing the simulation trajectory and
analyzed them in CAVER Analyst 2. We calculated the tunnels with
default settings, starting from the OD1 atom of the ASP106 resi-
due. Then we calculated the residue graph to see how the bottle-
neck radius changed during the simulation and which residues
contributed the most. The first tunnel cluster (corresponds to the
main p1 tunnel in haloalkane dehalogenases) had the bottleneck
radius from 0.9 Å (the probe size) up to 3 Å.

We prepared the first CaverDock calculation using the default
settings with structure 3RK4 and 2,3-dichloropropanol. We calcu-
lated the tunnels in the same way and also selected the first tunnel.
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We ran CaverDock, and after the calculation, we looked into the
bottleneck file. The four residues with the most significant bottle-
neck impact were CYS173, ALA142, ALA169, and PHE146.
Based on the analysis of the radius of our tunnel, we saw that
these four residues form the main bottleneck, appearing at
9–10 Å in the trajectory.

We went back to CAVER Analyst and confirmed the location of
these residues. In addition to a small radius, we saw that this area is
changing the most during the whole aMD simulation. We decided
to try using the flexible side-chains to open the bottleneck in the
crystal structure. To keep the number of flexible residues low, we
discarded the ALA residues, as they have the shortest side-chain
from all of the aminoacids and could have only a small impact on
the change of bottleneck radius. We prepared flexible receptor files
using the script fromMGL tools prepare_flexreceptor4.py -r recep-
tor.pdbqt -s CYS173_PHE146. In the configuration file, we
changed the receptor file to the newly created rigid part of the
receptor receptor_static.pdbqt and added another line flex¼ recep-
tor_flex.pdbqt for the flexible part. Even though
2,3-dichloropropanol did not have a problem to leave the receptor
during the first static run, the flexible run of CaverDock resulted in
lowering the energy in and around the bottleneck region. The
energy obtained with receptor flexibility is usually artificially low-
ered only in the bottleneck; therefore, it is not ideal for energy
analysis. On the other hand, it can give a piece of qualitative
information if the ligand can pass through the tunnel in cases
when the barrier is too high or when CaverDock fails due to the
too narrow tunnels in the rigid calculation. Moreover, the identi-
fied bottleneck residues which are set to be flexible are generally
good hot spots for protein engineering of the ligand transport. For
more tips and best practices, see Note 3 on modifying flexibility.

3.9 Conclusion In this chapter, we have explained and showed how to use Caver-
Dock, a tool for analysis of ligand transport within the receptor. We
covered the whole process from the acquiring of the application and
data, processing it through the workflow, and interpreting the
results. Moreover, we shared the best practices, recommended
how to solve most common issues, and demonstrated their usage
on three use cases.

In the future, we plan to improve the heuristics of CaverDock
to lower the upper-bound energy profile and diminish the compu-
tational artefacts. Furthermore, we are working towards allowing
the full flexibility of the receptor.
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4 Notes

In this section, we share the best practices of how to modify
CaverDock’s behaviour. The default parameters have been chosen
to bring a satisfactory mix of computational efficiency and accuracy
of the computation. However, there is still some room for hand-
tuning the CaverDock computation, especially with complex input
molecules. We described how to change the parameters’ values in
Subheading 3.4.

First, we cover the issues with the lower-bound and upper-
bound energies (see Notes 1 and 2, respectively). Often, these are
caused by the default rigidity of the receptor, so we cover ways to
add flexibility (see Note 3). Lastly, we share tips on improving
computational performance in Note 4.

1. Improving Lower-Bound Energy.
The lower-bound energy depends on the tunnel geometry and

the docking ability to find local minima. Too high lower-
bound energy from the computation with default settings
can be caused by computational artefacts or by actual high
binding energies in the receptor–ligand complex in the real
world.

To diminish the artefacts, users can tune several arguments.
Changing their value improves the ability of the algorithm
to find low-energy lower-bound trajectory, however at the
cost of higher computational demands. The parameter --
exhaustiveness can be set to a higher value (default created
by cd-prepareconf is 1). This increases the probability of
finding good local minima. With a similar effect, users can
set the parameter --parallel_workers_lb to a higher value
than default 4.

If the energy of the lower-bound trajectory is too high even
with increased exhaustiveness, the ligand probably cannot
pass through the tunnel in the real world due to issues with
the tunnel or the receptor geometry. The ligand in the
lower-bound trajectory often flips (as shown in Fig. 1) at
positions of the bottlenecks.

Sometimes, CaverDock forces the ligand to move too deeply
into the tunnel where it reaches the energetic barrier at the
tunnel bottom: both when the ligand starts at the surface
and when it starts at the active site. This situation can be
detected by exploring the energy graph: the energy is high
in the area around the position zero at x-axis. When the
ligand starts at the surface, and it gets pushed to the
bottom in the end, it is viable to delete some of the discs
near the active site, as described in Subheading 3.3.
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When the ligand starts at the active site, and it gets pushed to
the bottom of the tunnel, it suggests problems with tunnel
geometry. The tunnel from CAVER can be too narrow at
the beginning, and larger ligands might have trouble to fit
there at the start of the calculation. To improve that users
can use the --dock_like parameter, delete the discs at the
start or change in the drag atommight fix this problem. We
show this scenario in Use case 2 in Subheading 3.8.2.
When using the default drag atom in the middle of the
molecule, the ligand might have a problem to fit at the first
disc since half of the molecule is pushed into the tunnel
wall. All of the clashes between the ligand and the receptor
will cause spikes in the energy profile.

In other cases, the lower-bound energy is too high because the
CaverDock simulation neglects the flexibility of the recep-
tor. We cover these in Note 3.

All these reasons might cause CaverDock to even fail at finding
any lower-bound trajectory. Users can inspect the file with
the partial trajectory called outName-failed.pdbqt and
assess what happens at the disc just after that. Often, the
tunnel is too narrow, and the receptor is rigid, the ligand is
pushing to the bottom of the active site, or the ligand is too
complex. The solution to all these cases is described just
above. Sometimes, the computation fails due to the sto-
chastic nature of CaverDock. In this case, starting Caver-
Dock once again should solve the problem.

2. Improving Upper-Bound Energy.
The upper-bound energy depends on a tunnel geometry, on

the docking ability to find local minima and on the ability
of the heuristic algorithm to find a contiguous low-energy
trajectory. At this point, we assume the lower-bound
energy profile is satisfactory or has been dealt with as
described in the previous subsection. Here, we approach
the overly large difference between the lower-bound and
the upper-bound energies. Again, this can be caused by
computational artefacts or by actual high binding energies
in the receptor–ligand complex in the real world.

To diminish the artefacts, users can tune several arguments.
Again, changing their value improves the ability of the
algorithm to find low-energy upper-bound trajectory,
however at the cost of higher computational demands.
The parameter --backtrack_threshold denotes a tolerable
difference between lower-bound and upper-bound energy.
If the default value of 1 kcal/mol seems too high, it can be
set to a lower value. Decreasing --backtrack_limit (default
value 5) and/or increasing --multiple_search (default value
3) forces CaverDock to look for a contiguous trajectory
more aggressively.
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Additionally, procedures for bottlenecks at the tunnel bottom
and the receptor’s flexibility from Note 1 also apply here.
Some of the issues might arise only when a contiguous
trajectory is computed.

3. Modifying Flexibility.
The receptor in the real world moves when the ligand is tra-

versing inside of it. However, such flexibility requires high
computational demands in simulations (e.g., molecular
dynamics), so the default CaverDock setting is to keep
the receptor rigid. This can create artificial bottlenecks
even at places that do not exist in the real world because
the side-chains or backbone may reorient and make room
for the ligand to pass. Users can detect this issue by explor-
ing the bottleneck file.

In case of rigid side-chains forming the bottleneck, they should
be set to be flexible by MGTools [13] by using the
provided flexibilize.py script. It runs calculations iteratively
until a given number of flexible residues (added in each
round of calculation) or specific energy is reached. We
show a use case for this in Subheading 3.8.3.

In case of rigid backbone forming the bottleneck, different
geometry of the receptor needs to be applied, e.g., differ-
ent snapshots obtained from an MD simulation. This issue
typically arises when the receptor structure is taken from a
crystal with tunnels closed due to unnatural intra-
molecular interactions, co-solvents presence, and crystal
packing.

Adding flexibility increases the computational demands. It
might be beneficial to make the unimportant side-chains
rigid at positions where they do not form the bottleneck.
Furthermore, users can compute a contiguous ligand
movement with a non-contiguous movement of side-
chain residues by using parameter --
allow_flex_discontinuity.

Adding flexibility impacts more calculations with a bulkier
ligand, but bottlenecks can hinder even small ligands.

4. Improving Computation Time.
CaverDock computation time highly depends on tunnel

length, ligand size and flexibility, and calculation of only
lower-bound or both trajectories. Nevertheless, Caver-
Dock is usually quite fast on a standard desktop computer;
its execution commonly takes from minutes to dozens of
minutes. However, if necessary, the computation time can
be lowered with the following actions.
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Most importantly, use the right number of parallel processes.
CaverDock uses MPI; thus, it can utilize multiple cores of a
desktop machine or even multiple nodes of a cluster. The
number of processes (passed by -np parameter of mpirun)
should be set to a number of virtual cores plus one (e.g.,
using -np 9 on a machine with 8 cores). Please note that
computing lower-bound trajectory scales very well, Caver-
Dock can utilize a hundred of cores in a typical scenario. In
contrast, computing upper-bound trajectory scales up to
the number of concurrently executed docking multiplied
by concurrent searches (set by --parallel_workers_smooth
and --multiple_search, respectively, so with default set-
tings, CaverDock can fully utilize 16 cores).

Following changes in parameters shift the balance between
accuracy and performance, so their modification can be
recommended only if the accuracy is not an issue and
energies look reasonable. Many of these changes, but in
the other direction, are actually recommended in previous
subsections. We note them here to emphasize their sub-
stantial effect on the computation time and offer some tips
to ease the computational burden.

In case of too high lower-bound energy, we recommend
increasing the value of the parameter --exhaustiveness to
find better local minima. If that poses too costly computa-
tional demands, users can try increasing the number of
parallel workers, i.e., parameters --parallel_workers_lb and
--parallel_workers_smooth instead.

In case of an overly large difference between lower-bound and
upper-bound energy, we recommend decreasing the value
of parameters --backtrack_threshold and --backtrack_limit.
This enables more aggressive search for upper-bound tra-
jectory, but at a higher cost in computation time due to
often executed backtracking. Sometimes, in case of subop-
timal geometry of the tunnel or the receptor, even the
default values can cause frequent execution of backtracking
without any success—this can be observed in CaverDock
log files. In that case, we recommend dealing with the
tunnel’s and receptor’s geometry according to tips in
Note 1.

The computational time of a docking grows rapidly with the
number of degrees of freedom of the system. Using many
flexible side-chain residues may significantly improve the
energy profile; however, we recommend setting flexibility
only on residues, which are proved to form a bottleneck in
a particular tunnel (i.e., they are reported with --dump_-
bottlenecks option). If there are still too many of them, the
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less important ones can be fixed in such a position that does
not form a bottleneck and make them rigid. Furthermore,
CaverDock makes it possible to compute a contiguous
ligand movement with a non-contiguous movement of
side-chain residues by using parameter --allow_flex_dis-
continuity. If the origin of the high number of degrees of
freedom is mainly the complexity and the size of a ligand,
this system may be too complex to be efficiently analyzed
by CaverDock.
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